
Review Encumbrances 
 

To ensure that departments are reporting accurate information during Year End Closeout procedures, it is 

important to follow the steps below to properly eliminate encumbrances that are no longer needed. 

Departments should do this on a monthly basis.   

1. Go to Open Commitments screen in Canopy (or screen 21 in FAMIS) and enter each account that you 

are responsible for reconciling. Using Canopy, you can sort by the date of the encumbrance and that 

makes it easier to determine what needs your attention resolving.  

 

2. Check each document with an open encumbrance to ensure that it is a legitimate expense. 

 

3. To review your documents in AggieBuy, you will use the FAMIS Ref # to find the corresponding 

AggieBuy # (AB#) via screen 295 in FAMIS. 

 

For this example, let us look at FAMIS Ref # 77215A.  To review in AggieBuy, we need to determine the 

AB#. Once in AggieBuy, we see that the receiving has been done but no invoice has arrived.  At that 

point, the department needs to reach out to the vendor, obtain an invoice and follow the typical 

process to have invoice created in AggieBuy. 

 

Figure 1.  Viewing Open Commitments in Canopy 

 

 

  

https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/_files/_documents/Invoices-Referencing-AggieBuy-PO.pdf
https://tees.tamu.edu/fiscal/_files/_documents/Invoices-Referencing-AggieBuy-PO.pdf


Figure 2.  Viewing Open Commitments in FAMIS 

              

 

Figure 3.  Cross Reference FAMIS Ref # to AggieBuy # 
 

 
 

4. If you determine that the encumbrance is no longer needed, example: the document was cancelled or 

short paid or ended up paid on a payment card instead of AggieBuy, you must take some action to 

have the encumbrance released.   Email TEESAGGIEBUYHELP@tamu.edu asking that the “amount of 

the encumbrance” be released for AggieBuy document # and stating the release reason.   

 

Please remember, departments should be reconciling each account they are responsible for on a monthly 

basis. Using the steps above, departments should be able to clear up any encumbrances that do not need 
to carry forward to the next fiscal year.  
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